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STUART, FLORIDA 
PREPARED BY 
GEORGE W. SIMONS, JR. 
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GEORGE W. SIMONS. JR. 
MEM. AM. SOO. O. E. 
MEM. INST. OF PLANNERS 
JUEM. INST. OF TR.AFFIO ENGO."'EERS 
TELEPHOl\oo;J 
ELGIN 3-0373 
PLANNING. ZONING 
AND MUNICIPAL 
CONSULTANT 
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS BUILDING 
JACKSONVILLE 2. FLORIDA 
Honorable Robert v-V. Green, Mayor, 
Honorable Irving Kanarek, 
Honorable Bernard Coker, 
Honorable Kenneth Stimmell, 
Honorable larnest Tyner, 
Members City Commission, 
Stuart Florida. 
Gentlemen: 
September 1 1956. 
I have the honor to present herewith our report on the 
Comprehensive Plap of Stuart prepared pursuant to our agree-
ment of February 22, 1955. 
Part One of the comprehensive planning program related 
to a Land Use inventory and the prepa ration of the zoning 
plan and regulations adopted by you on ·,1ay 22, 1956. 
In the conduct of our studies we have been very appre-
ciati ve of the coop€ration extended to us by the various 
department heads of the city. 
In transmitting t his final plan report to you we want 
to again emphasize t hat it is prL~arily a flexible guide to 
future growth and development. ·what resull- s f rom it will 
depend on how well it is accepted and followed. 
It has been a pleasure to have served you. 
Sincerel y yours, 
G\ivS :EBB 
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WHY PLAN? 
A Plan is a guide. It portrays how something should be done. By the 
application of accepted principles and standards the planner seeks to de-
fine the best possible ways and r:-1eans of reaching certain objectives as 
they relate to the growth and development of the co lrrnunity . A housewife, 
dreaming about her new home, plans its various rooms and facilities. She 
is a planner. The owner or operator of a business enterprise evaluates 
his future needs and plans for them and the industrialist, contemplating 
his new plant devotes much tirae and thougtt to its location, arrangement 
and size predicated on his market ar:d labor supply analysis . Eiven the 
father of the household plans his estate . Planning therefore is not some 
theoretical, vision&.ry, mystical process but instead, it is the application 
of practical, orderly thinking to provide for the needs of the future in 
the most effective, economical and ef:icient manner . 
Planning processes as applied to cities and their environments are not 
of recent origin. Archeologists have unearthed ancier:t communities that 
revealed plans. In medieval tilT~es cities were planned for defense purposes 
within walls a11d around a central plaza. And within modern tinles, the 
ideas of planning were widely applied . In early America, General Oglethorpe 
laid out the nucleus of a plan at Savannah, Georgie.; Isaiah Hart laid out 
the basic pattern of Jacksonville a.nd John Jackson, a land surveyor, de-
lineated the first street pattern for ~ampa . General Washington, aided by 
the French engineer, L' Enfant , drew up the initial plan of the capitol 
city. And even Stypmann conceived the initial plan for Stuart . In more 
recent times hundreds of cities thruout America, large and small, have 
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2 
engaged in planning activities of a diverse nature to keep abreast of 
growth and the demands of citizens fo~ needed services. So in reality, 
the art or science of planning is old. 
Unfortunately most of the basic plans of cities were delineated in 
pioneering days when the nation was predominantly agricultural and rural. 
The initial plans were restricted in scope primarily because the founders 
were unable to anticipate the type of development and growth that subse-
quently followed. hailroads were then the principal means of transporta-
tion, even between corrununities only ten or twenty n1iles apart. Animals 
were not only the beast of burden in the fields but transported people and 
goods within the community but only a few people then could afford a horse 
and carriage which meant th2t people were obliged to live close together, 
near their work so they could walk back and forth. Interurban roads were 
scarce and those in existence wers poor. Within ~he cities roadway improve-
ments were meager. The problems of traffic circulation, congestion, park-
ing and connnercial decentralization were then unknown; municipal problems 
were t.ten comparatively simple. I'he City Limit line in those earlier days 
had a meaning and beyond it there was no urban fringe of development and 
the automobile was not a factor to revolutionize the serenity and tempo of 
living. 
The influx of people into an area and t he advent of the automobile 
marked the beginning of a new era in city building and rebuilding . ·11he 
automobile afforded the people their first oppor~unity to break away from 
the closely compact areas of dwellings and business and get desirable sites 
in the more desirable open spaces. Following the wider use of the automo-
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bile better highways began to appear , County, State and coordinated inter-
state systems, and with these came the tra1 sition from rura.l to urban com-
position. Today nearly two-thirds of the American people live in towns or 
cities and in florida, more than sixty-f ive per cent. Naturally rapid 
growth under the new and changing conditions of tec:1nology has ~notivated 
many people to plan for t he fature. In fa ct plan~-ing for the needs of the 
new era has become an established fact and the function of government at 
its several levels. 
So today, confronted by innumerable and complex problems, the offi-
cials of cities are diligentl:f looking ahead arid planning . How can the 
lands of the city be used to best advantage and still preserve values and 
the tax base? How can t he street system be planned to distribute more 
effectively the increasing volumes of traific and thereby minimize conges-
tion and hazard2 1vhat plans can be provided to park automobil6s within 
the Central Business District and Elsewhere t hereby preserving the value 
and integrity of the commercial areas '~ livhat areas and how many should be 
set aside for parks and r ecreation facilities to meet the increasing de-
mands oi the old as well as t he young? i:'Jhat additional ut ilities will be 
required, and, with the increasing complexity of the governmental struc-
ture, what added space will be re~uired for administration purposes and 
services't These are but a few of the problems that are const antly arising 
for the d€cision of municipal officials. fheir solut.ion dE.pends on effec-
tive and continuous plarlI'-ing . 
The City of Stuart &nd its environs a re growi ng and in cons equence 
thereof the City Commission is endeavoring to develop plans t o provide for 
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4 
that growth. Obviously their plans cannot either consist of a rigid frame-
work or even anticipate many of t!1e proble s that may arise. But they can 
at least establish a. guide, sufficientl;>- flexible to yield to such changes 
as may arise. 
Plans, even of a generc,.l nature, must be kept alive and alert to avoid 
stagnation and this can be done only by the support of G,n intelligent, 
enthusiastic citizenship. The officic.ls of the city are limited in the 
extent and scop0 of their powers but ~Qth an alert citizenship interest, 
the governmental power can be expanded. A co::rnnission supported wholeheart-
edly by a citizenship support and int erest can get t he laws nEcessary to 
make the city the kind of plc.cE· t hey want it to become. But planning is 
the begirilling of ttis coopHative ventur e into city rebuilc.ing . 
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HISTOttICft.L AND ECuNGr•iIC BACKG.1GUNIJ 
The City of Stuart, county scat of i''.i.artin County, is locatc:d 38 miles 
north of Vvest Palm Beach and 261 miles so·~lth of tTe..cksonville on the east 
coast of Florida, in one of t he most rapidly growing and developing regions 
of the State. According to ::_Jorulation EStimates prc;par~d by th e Bureau of 
Economic and Busim~ss Research of Florida State University, 1~1artin County 
had a population increase in excess of 17;{, in the years 1950 to July 1, 
1954. 
Settlers and homest eaders began moving into the: 5aL1t Lucie rtiver 
region in the '80's and '9C's. Among thos & pion~crs was one 1rnest Stypmann 
who was engaged in doing geodetic survey work on the lowE:r east coast of 
Florida. The area now occupied by t he City of Stuart particularly appealed 
to Stypmann so he settled ther .=.:. . In 1886, on petition of Stypmann and others 
a post office established in t he s ettle-il rnt was given t he name o.f Potsdam 
which name however was chan,:scd lat er to Stuart, after t he first telegraph 
operator located ther e i n t he railro2d construction. 
In February, 1894, i'-J.r. Flagler extended his railroad from Fort Pierce 
into west Palm Beach, t he r eby connecting t he Stuart ar ea di rectly with the 
north. 
In the fall of 1895 just after the railro2d had been 6.xtended thru 
Stuart, Stypmann laid out the first town sit8_, that triangular area lying 
west of the railroad, north of Fourth Street and east of what is now U. s. 
1. He sold the first lot to a school t eacher, G. Kidner in 1895 - a lot 
just south of the Stuart Hottl. 
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Altho Stuart was identified as a fishing villag& and trading post in 
the latter part of the nineteenth century prior to the construction of the 
Florida East Coast Railway, it did not become an incorporated town until 
1915 with a population of about 500 people. At that time Stuart was lo-
cated in Palm Beach County. l"~artin County was created by the l ee;islature 
in 1925 from portions of Saint Lucie and Palm Bea ch Counti.E.s. 
In the frontiE-r days (1880) t he entire population between the Saint 
Lucie River and t ho Keys, then Dade County, wa.s only 527 and by 1890, 
only 861. 
In the t90's wh en the railroad pushed its way along t he narrow strip 
of east coast highlands, the lands were virgin. To the west lay t he vast, 
mysterious and le.rgely unexplored region known as the 11 bverglades 11 and to 
the east, the ocean . It was an area particularly appeEtling to Hr . Flagler 
because of its salubrious winter climate and the natural scenic bee.uty of 
its watervv'ays and palms . It was noteworthy that the coastal bulge of th<:: 
Florida shore line wes near est the Gulf Stream in this area - that warm 
stream of watc:r flowing northward in t he ocean from the Caribbean. Cli-
m2te, scenery and fishing were t hen the principal natural resourc~s of 
the area . 
lrvith the completion of the r ailroad into ~v est Palm Beach in 1894 and 
into Miami in 1896, the great economic potEntial of t he lower east coast 
was then opened to the world. Growth and development t hen started. In 
the forty year period, 1910 to 1950, tte population of t bs area (Saint 
Lucie County to Dade Count _· ) increased from 21, 567 to 721, 692 - nearly 
thirty-four times and its res01.1rces and economic possibilities were opened 
to exploration and development. 
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Today t hat c:.rea looked upon e& rlLr as the 11:nysterious l:..Verglades" 
is beir:g controlled b:y s rent enf"h1ei::ring works. As a result of the; com-
prehensive drc.inagc. and watc:r con-crol projeets, extcr~si ve r egions have 
been opened to agricuJ.turc...l pursuits &nd cattlE- rc.ising . l-ir:d along the 
narrow coastc:l frir..ge many fL,urisbinJ?; cities a nd towns hnv(:j come into 
being and grov.rn lustily. Among th E-1n :is Stuart . 
Geogrnphy pl,.-ys an important rolG in the grm•11th arid economy of Stuc:rt. 
Located on the northern tip of &. prnirsula is t he main portion of the cor-
porate area (figure 1) with t ht; South Fork of the S·int Lucie River on the 
west and the main strea1~1 of the Saint Lucie rt.i ver on t he north and east 
near its conflurnce with tbe Ir:di0.n River. Across the river to the north 
on a second peninsulc: lies another portion of th E- city between the North 
Fork of the Saint Lucie ~iver and the Saint Lucie rtiver . East of the city 
is th E" Saint Lucie Inlet to thE oc san, one of the oldest inlets on the east 
Coast of Florida. No locality in Florida is mor€ f avored with water ways 
and natural beauty - a most alluring sit e . 
Geography places Stu2.rt in t!1e center of a region th::tt has great pros-
pects for growth and di versified improvement . .fo the north is j Ens en Beach, 
to thE south, Salerno and Hobe 0ound ar~.d to the southwest, Palm City. To 
the east a cross the Saj_nt Lucie .:.\.i ver, bet ween it and the Indian .d.i ver, 
lies the long narrow peninsula of Sewell's Point &nd farther to the east 
across the Indian hiver, liE..S Hutchinson Island which with Sew€ll's Point 
will soon be connBcted directly with Stua rt by a bridge . This improvE1llent 
will make both S6wt!ll's Point and Hutchinson Island readily accessible to 
Stuart. Currently neither of these- poinc s can be reL. ched dirE-ctly from 
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9 
In addition to the new brid,:.-;e to Sewell 1 s Point and Hutchinson Island, 
Stuart will be one of the few cities directly a ccessiblt; by an interchange 
with the Florida Turnpike now being construct -:: d west o.f the city. This 
entrance thru Palm City will still further enhance the city's clready 
strategic position. 
As this immediate region surrounding and accessible to Stuart is more 
intensively developed and populated the import&nce of t he city cs the cen-
tral commercial, trading and cultural cEnter will be a ccentuated . This 
development will also contribute to the grov1th and characteristics of 
Stuart itself. 
Other factors that will contribute to the growth of Stuart and the 
enhancement of its economy are its transportation facilities. Stuart is 
located on the "main line". ;rt is s erved by the .Florida East Coast Rail-
way, U. s. 1 highway from north to south, by water on the Intracoastal 
Waterway and by a limited amount o.f air s ervice. B.eference has already 
been made to the Turnpike. These various f acilities make Stuart easily 
accessible to all points. Altha none of the co~uercicl air lines yet pro-
vide passenger service into t he Stur,. rt Air Port ( Nitha1Yi .r ield), it does 
provide a point of entry for privat e f reight and express cargo planes. 
The Stuart area is peculiarly adapted t o th~ extensive cultivation of 
bulbs and flowers for market consumption, many of which are transported by 
plane and rail to t he northern markets. 
No locality is better adapted to boating and fishing. Altho soine com-
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mercial fishing originates here, the area is more noted for its pleasure 
fishing. Thousands of fishermen are attr2.ctcd to Stu&rt annually among 
which many homese€kers are found. Here one can find a variety of fishing 
grounds both fresh and salt water. Altha an ideal haven for the yachtsman, 
Stuart needs additional marina faciliti f;S c:.t its front door readily acces-
sible to the Intracoastal ~v'aterway. 
The economy of Stuart is characterized primarily by servicing and 
commercial enterprises available to the city- and surrounding area. And 
as the population of the area increasrn t he more important will Stuart 
become as its principal economic cent er. Some industry may coine into the 
irwuediate area but if so, it will doubtless be of a specialized nature. 
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POPULATION GROVvTH AND CHJ1RACTERISTICS 
From a population approximating 600 in 191.5, Stuart has grown steadily, 
but not spectacularly, to a population of nearly 3,000 in 1950 - an in-
crease of 500% in the thirty-five year period . In t1e "boom11 era. of the 
1920's, th e city experie~ced its greatest rate of growth (150~) increasing 
from 778 in 1920 to 1,924 inl93G. In the decades, 1930 to 1940 and 1940 
to 1950, the r ates of population increase were 27~ and 19.5% respectively. 
Altha no specific or authentic census data are available for years since 
1950, it is estimated from building permits, electric and water connec-
tions nnd other indices t hat btuc:rt currently has ·within its corporate 
area about 4,000 people. 
!920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1ABL:S I 
POPULATION GJ:iOV~"TH, STUA.rfi' ANlJ l ihRTIN COUIJTY 
STUART 
POPULATIOI\ I NC.tt.MSE 
778 179 
1,924 1,146 
2,438 514 
2,912 474 
P£B. CENT 
30.0 
150.0 
27.0 
19.5 
POPUL.:-i.TI ON L~ Cli EJ1.Sb Pl1H CENT 
~~--~- ---~---
5,111 
6,295 
7, 807 
1,184 
1,512 
23.2 
24.0 
Table I shows the popula.tion grm ... th of Stuart from 1920 and that of 
Martin County fron 1930. Whereas the population of the city increased 
!9.5% in the decade 1940 to 1950 and that of the County including t he city 
increased 24~, the County population exclusive of the city increased 27% 
in the saCTe decade. This emphasizes t he trend of development in the areas 
surrounding the city, revealing that the population included only within 
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12 
the corporate area does not reflect correctly the whole population that 
considers Stuart its central city and economic base. 
In the area between the eastern city li:"Ilits and the river including 
Snug Harbor, ~unrise Inn and Port Sewell and in the areas known as 
Sewell's Point, Rio, Coconut Park, Palm City, Jensen Beach and interven-
ing sections, th E: re ar c many families residing and r..mny businesses operat-
ing that influence and shape the economic activity and growth of Stuart 
just as much as if they werE. integral parts of t he city. From these 
places many people travel to Stuart for professional or other services 
and to shop. The growth pot ential t herE.fore of theSt; v2rious areas 
should be considered a part of the growth of metropolitan Stuart. 
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PROBABLE FUTUR~ GRuwTH 
Today Florida is the fastest growing state e«st of the .tJ ississippi 
Hiver and on€ of the three fast est growing in thv nation. According to 
population studies made by both th€ UniVE::rsity of J.v.~iami and florida State 
University, th8 southeastern sector of' : ·1orid~ is t he fastest growing area 
in the state. Confronted by the f 2ntastic growth now being experienced by 
most east coast citi s 3nd equipped only with meager infor~ation since 
1950, it is difficult to forecast with ~ny gre~t degree of accuracy what 
population Stuart will havs at any given future time. Obviol.lsly the popu-
lation at any future date would depend on the magnitude of the corporate 
area. at such tiJr1e . From an economic standpoint however Stuart is as much 
int€rcste.d in the population of an arE.a ·within a radius of five to ten 
miles as in growth within its corpcrate area . 
There are currently within the present corporate area some 1,700 
vacant lots on which dwellings or other structures can be erect ed. In 
addition there arc vacant ~rtas th8t can still oe subdivided into several 
hundred or more lots. So it is possible to accomodat8 some 5,000 or more 
additional people in Stuart now. 
Table I and Figure 2 show that since l S'JO the r &te of growth has 
averaged about 23% per decade or about 2.4% per year. At such a rate the 
1956 population would approximate 3,350 people but since 1950 the growth 
based upon the erection of more than 275 single family dwelling units 
within the city tte rate of growth has exceeded t he rates between 1930 
and 1950 and instead of 3,350, the 1956 population is nearer 4,000. 
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On Figure 2 are shovm graphically the population growth experiences 
of Fort Pierce and -v~est Palm Beacl1 since each had a population approximat-
ing 3,000. These respective growth experiences show whc:..t could take place 
at Stuart even tho its past rate of growth has bern 1 ess than that eJ\.rper-
ienced by either of those neighboring places. Should th£ population growth 
of Stuart betwe6n 1950 and 1960 be accelerated which is highly probable, it 
would be reasonable to anticipate a population of 6,500 to 7,000 in 1960 
based on the present corporate area . bo in view of such a probability it 
would be the better part of wisdom to predicate future planning on a popu-
lation of at least 15, 000 . And in so far es th€ o.rca tributa I""J to Stuart 
is involved, within a radius of five to ten miles, an additional 10,000 
should be anticipated. In other words, Stuart and its surrounding area 
should make plans for 25,000 people. 
AGE GROUPINGS 
Figure 3 shows the percentage division of the 1950 Stuart population 
by age groups, white and colored, male and femals. 23% of the population 
was less than 15 years of age. The age group 25-54 accounted for 43.9%; 
in this group is found the major working people of the community. It is 
interesting however to note that the group in excess of 54 is relatively 
large (22%); in this group are found ;nany oft e retired. The percentage, 
75 and over, is also relatively large but typical of t.he area. i-vhile the 
colored groups follow generally the pattern of whites, after 55 the colored 
group falls off rapidly. The effect of the post war births is reflected in 
the earliest age groups. 
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POPULATION CHARACI1ERISTICS 
The population of Stuart in 1950 wc:.s divided almost cquall,,r between 
males and females and of the tot ~l, 26 . 5~ of it wsre negrocs (Tabl6 II). 
TA.BL.c, II 
SEX ili'\JD R.t.Cii..L CCi~POSITION 
iVlALES F .fil"IAL l!S TOTnL 
White:, 1,047 1,094 2,141 
Negro 384 387 771 (26.5,ib) 
TOTAL 1,431 1,481 2,912 
In 1950, of the total populdion, 2,286 people were 14 years of age 
and older (78.5~) fran which r€s ervoir t ht l abor forc e of the city was 
recruited, 353 people were age 65 and over. 
Of those 14 years of &ge and older il1 1950, 1,223 were engaged in 
some forrn of production, s ervicing or other econo;nic enterpris e, as indi-
cated in Table III . 
TABLb III 
ECONOrac CHARACT.llils1"iCs OF POPULATI ON 
MALE FEM.AL~ TOTAL 
Agriculture, fisheries 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, conununications, public 
Wholesale & retail trade 
Finance, insurance & real estate 
Business & repair services 
Personal services 
Entertainment & amusenent services 
Professional services 
Public administration 
Industries not reported 
utilities 
71 
141 
42 
90 
125 
85 
:..38 
' 90 
14 
38 
56 
6 
796 
30 
1 
37 
15 
140 
16 
2 
124 
3 
68 
9 
6 
427 
101 
142 
79 
105 
265 
101 
40 
214 
17 
106 
65 
12 
1,223 
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That much of the economy of Stuart relates to businesses or enter-
prises of a servicing nature is rE:vealed by th e fact that 371~ of those 
employed are in the various s ervicing enterprises. Add to this another 
24% engaged in wholesale and r et ail businesses shows that more than 60% 
of the workers are in the business of service. Manufacturing has con-
tributed little to the coIILmunity. 
These data reflect the i mportance of Stuart as a central trading and 
servicing center for a tributary area extendi~g far beyond the corporate 
confines of the city. They also indicate to a degree, the type of city 
Stuart is. In the future a limit Ed amount o.f industry may loc2te in 
Stuart but even so its servicing characteristic will predominate because 
as the city and its tribut.::.ry area grows the servicing enterprise will be 
expanded and enhanced. 
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AREA GRrnvTH ;.ND SITb CHJ..RhCT1RISTICS 
The first subdivisions of l &nd into blocks :md lots t hat resulted in 
the initial pattern of development were loc:ite;d iu whei.t may now be termed 
the northwest quadrant of the present city. The original Potsdam subdi-
vision of Stypmann, the Kitching ti.ddition, the Frazier i'l.ddition and Wood-
lawn Park were all located between t he Frazier Creek and the railroad. 
South of Frazier Creek betwem the Palm City rload and the South Fork of 
the Saint Lucie Hiver t ht Bessey i-i.ddition was laid out. hll of th ese 
subdivisions, excepting Potsdain, came into being during 1912-1914. 
Simultaneously subdivisions were created north of t~e railroad from the 
railroad bridge to Stypmei.nn 1~venue. In this area where t he Danforth' s 
and Tero subdivisions east to Colorado Avenue in whict the main business 
district is now loc.:lt ed and t o t he e'1st of Colorado I.venue, the Porter, 
High School, East bnd, Oak Park, Lainhart and Port ers, Hillcrest, 
Stypmanns, h cDonalds and Bogans subdivisions all of which also came into 
being during t he 1912-1914 period. In t he Lainhart and Porter's subdi-
vision south of Fourtt ~tr0e.t the new 1 ...J.e.rt in County Court House was 
erected following the crrntion of t he County in 1S'3.?. In the; 1912-1914 
period the initial city building wa s most a ctiv8. In 1915, the city was 
incorporated, extending from the Palm Beach ~oad on the east along the 
south section lines of Sections 4 and 5 t o the Palm City Road thence 
southeasterly to Poppleton Creek and along t he meandering shore line of 
the river channel. Not again until the 120 1 s did an ext ensive wave of 
12nd subdivisions hit t he city, both to t he south and to the east. In 
1925 the corporate area was again extended. 
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Altho the site of the corporate area is generally l Evel the drainage 
basins of the three creeks, Frazier, Poppleton and Kreuger, have influ-
enced and directed land subdivision practices. The margins of t hese 
streams, about ten feet above mean sea level are still subject to over-
flow. 
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LAND USES 
City Planning is basical l y l~nd us e ple.nning - plannir.g for t he most 
advantageous, adaptable uses of t he sit e on which the city is located. 
In as much as t he city is m2de up of nur~erous l and subdivisions which in 
most instances become par ts of liveBble neighborhoods it is desir~ble to 
coordinate them into a harmonious whole easily accessible to each other, 
to the central business district '"nd t o places where people may be employed. 
One of the first steps t herefor e in any planning stud - is to mak e an 
inventory of land uses to determine th6 nature of t he city , how it has 
expanded during the years afid to show how the various l and us es are dis-
tributed. This survey was ext ended into adjacent ar~as beyond th e cor-
poratE:; limits which consid er Stuart their trading cent er. 
hn exanrl.nation of the Land Us e rfap (Figure 4) discloses s ever al i m-
portant features that havE:: influenced t nc ph~rsica l pattern of Stuart. F:ir st 
is the Florida last Coast Hailwa.y extending diagonally from the northwest 
to southeast a cross the western half of t he corpor at e area dividing it into 
two parts. Secondly, the courses of Frazier and _Poppleton Creeks draining 
into the South Fork of t he Saint Lucie River and t hirdly, Kreuger Creek in 
the eastern half of t he corporate a r ea. dra ining northwar d into t he Saint 
Lucie River which as previously stat ed h0ve i nf luenced t he design and loca-
tions of subdivisions, t he street syst ems of t he r6s p~ctive ar eas, as well 
as the street syst em of t he city as a whole. 
The two most heavily utilized areas at t his timE ar e (1 ) t hat north of 
Frazier Creek anc west of North Florida Avenue, and l2) t hat east of the 
railroad in the central part of the city , occupied by the negro population. 
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The former includes the centrc:.l business distr ict &nd the original 
Stypm·nn plat. 
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hs the city expc,nded eastw?..rd and so-it hward f ror-i the originD.l town-
sit e, l ands bordering ti le South Fork of the Saint Luci ~ HivEr on the west 
and thos e along the Saint Lucie niver on the nort h we:r-e subdivided into 
lots on many of which single family dwe.lliniss are now loc.:.ted. 
Outside the central core (area north of Frazier Creek and west of 
Colorado Avenue), development is not dense c:nd many 1-:i rgs va cs.nt areas 
are still available for development . Some oi' t hes e howcv€r encompass low 
marginal lands adja cent to t ':le hec:.dwate::rs of t hE. af or·emti1tioned er Eeks. 
The most spars ely and least developed l &nds lie in t he southeasterly sec-
tion of the city tow&r d t b2 .;.irport. 
Across t hE se.·nt Lucie River bridge to the north the l ands have been 
or arE being developed principally to accomod.?te high quality homes . 
Dev8lopment in this direction extends nort t .. ward into the County on a very 
substantial basis (Coconut Pe rk). 
As one exainim::;s t he Etisting Land fJse map the predominr.nce of single 
family dwellings is impressive both in t he section betwern t he river and 
Stypmann Boulevard and t he South Fork and u. s. 1 . 
Since its inc€ption the Central Bus~x1ess District of Stuc:1rt has been 
confined to a r el atively small &rea divided by the r a ilrocd, in t he north-
west extremity of the city . Most of the diversified businesses lie north 
of the tra ck . Because of the r ailroEd t he business district south of the 
tra cks has not kept pa c€ with t hat on the north side . The opening of 
Colorado A.venue south of the tra cks will however h~we 3- tendency to equalize 
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the importance of the two sides. hith an increased growth southward along 
the South Fork and in the areas between Colorado Avenue and the Federal 
Highway (U. S. 1), the business potential of the area north of U. s. 1 
should assume a greater commercial L~portance. 
The businesses located along u. s. 1 south to the city limits are of 
the type usually found along such a highway - restaurants, motels, filling 
stations, souvenier stands and the like. 
It is noteworthy that within the approxii.1ate center of the city, south 
of Fourth Street but north of the railroad, a considerable area of land has 
been dedicated to public uses - park, recreational field and school. The 
Martin County Court House is located at the westerly end of this area. A 
large park area has also been dedicated to public purposes on the north side 
of Frazier Creek east of U. S. 1 of which a small marina is a part. A park 
area has also been dedicated in the westerly part of the city on Fourth 
Street between Palm Beach Road and Coconut Drive. Then finally, another 
public area has been reserved west of the Central Business District between 
Flagler Avenue and the river, on which the Civlc Center is located. In the 
central part of the corporate area south and east of' the negro area and 
also east of the Palm Beach Road , south of Tenth Street , the City owns con- . 
siderable land on one portion of which a negro community center is located. 
The land use map reveals clearly the course development has followed 
in the past and the large amount of land still available for development 
east of the city limits to Port Sewell. The entire river frontage in this 
area is subdivided and much has been or is being developed with very high 
quality homes. In this area t he exclusive resort hotel Sunrise Inn is 
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located. Between this river front development and the city limits there 
are large unsubdivided tracts that will lend themselves to development. 
However in its development, the city· and county cooperating should require 
an adherence to recognized subdivision standards that will assure the city 
of a homogeneous, harmonious whole. 
Located outside the city in the southeasterly par t of the area is the 
Stuart Airport (~vitham Field) used principally by private passenger and 
cargo planes. Should t he use of this airport be intensified in the future, 
it will have a depreciating effect on adjacent residential properties. The 
County of the City - or both - should institute a s€arch for a new field 
more advantageously located, away from residential development and highway 
hazards. The present land could be more advantageously used for other pur-
poses. 
I 
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CORPORATE AREA AND RELATIVE LAND USE ARf.iAS 
I As shown on the map (Figure 4) the corporate area of Stuart do ~s not 
occupy the whole tip of the peninsula on which it is located. It does 
I however extend northward across t he ~iver to include a portion of the 
I peninsula between the North Fork of the Saint Lucie liiver and t he Saint Lucie niver known as Speedy Point. The corporate area includes a consid-
I erable portion o ' the Saint Lucie River, North and South Forks. The area 
as a whole com~rises some 4.86 s quare miles of which 2.0 square miles 
I (43.2%). is water which leaves a land area of 2.8 square miles. Of the 
I land area, 1.9 square miles (69%) is still vacant and undeveloped. This 
means that only 541.6 acres of the land area of Stuart are developed and 
I utilized for t he various purposes shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
I LAND USES IN STUAl-iT - DEVELOPED AREA 
PER CENT 
I 
ACR~ 
--
176.6 Single f a.l!Uly dwellings 
STUAfl.T AY.Ntl\Gb CITY 
32.4 31.80 
I Duplex dwellings 6.5 1.2 4.70 
Multiple family dwellings 6.5 189.6 1.2 3.01 
I Commercial structures 46.1 8.6 3.32 
67.6 
16.1 I 
Public and semi-public uses 
Industrial and railroad uses 
12.6 17.60 
2.8 11.30 
I Streets (improved or platt ed) 222.2 41.2 28.20 
541.6 
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Of the 541.6 acres of land developed, 18~.6 acres or 35% is utilized 
by dwelling structures which it will be noted compares favorably with a 
composite value from a number of smaller communities. As stated previously 
the single family type of development predomj_:ates . It will also be noted 
that some 41% of the developed area is dedicated to streets or street rights-
of-way. Industrial uses are at a minimum. Singularly- the proportion of the 
land devoted to commercial uses in Stuart is greater than that in most of 
the smaller cities, which may be due to the large populatsd area Stuart 
normally serves in addition to the cit~r itsElf . And, a relatively larger 
percentage of developed land is used for public or semi-public purposes in 
Stuart than elsewhere. This is due in large measure to the large public 
area referred to previously. 
In Table V, the various amounts of land used for the several purposes 
have be€n r educed to "acres per 100 people". In a parallel column are shown 
the composite information from a number of small cities. 
TABLE V 
LAND us~ IN ACIU.S P1R 100 POFJLATICN 
Single family dwellings 
Duplex dwellings 
lv-ultiple dwellings 
Commercial 
Pu lie and semi-public 
industrial and railroad 
(Streets (improved and platted) 
l-_Crt .S P12iR 100 POPULATION 
STUAnT AVERAG~ CITY 
4.620 2.19 
0.171 0.33 
0.171 0.21 
1.210 0.23 
I.760 1.21 
0.423 0.78 
5.850 1.94 
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Studies conducted thruout tbe United States ha.ve shown conclusively 
that there is a relationship between populatio~ a nd the amount of land 
that can be absorbed for commercial or other uses . On t he basis of Table 
V one can reasonably anticipate tb.t: future probable absorption of land 
for the various uses. Toda~/ 176 . 6 acres 02' land are utilized by single 
family dwellings. v•hen the popuJ_ation reaches 6, 000, approximat ely 272 
acres will be needed and at 10, 000, 462 acres . 
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S TR1ET SYSTHiI 
The street system of the community is the structural framework 
around which the city grows and develops. t~here th ere are no streets or 
street improvements there is little or no growth . The street pattern as 
a whole, resulting from the street plans of the various subdivisions, is 
influenced by natural and man made barriers such as waterways, depressed 
drainage areas, railroads and other features . This is particularly true 
at Stuart . Altha the street system in the ag~regate follows the recti-
linear gridiron pattern deviations therefrom are observed in areas adjacent 
to water frontages where streets have follJwed the course of the water ways. 
Examination of Figures 5 and 6 showing existing improved streets and 
existing rights-of-way show how the street frameworl\: of Stuart was formed 
thru the years. They also reveal the effects o.f the various barriers. 
Only one street - Fourth Street - extends continuously from east to west 
thru the corporate area. The PalJn City Road on t he west, Colorado Avenue 
and the Palm Beach Road are the only streets that s e1·ve continuously from 
north to south. 
Prior to 1932 th€ Old Dixie Highway followed and paralleled the rail-
road thru the city crossing t he railroad fro.:n the south to north side north 
of Fourteenth Street . In 1932 the btat e Road Depa1tment rerouted the south-
bound highway (U. S. 1) into its present course, leaving the Paln City Road 
at a point near its intersection w~th Br-~ant Avenue in the ~essey Second 
Addition. U. S. 1 t hE.refore now affords a continuous thru artery from the 
south and north thru the city. Al tho U. S. 1, scnedu.led for wic~ening, will 
always retain its importance as a main channel of traffic flow thru the 
J~~~~~-----------------------------------
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city, it will soon be augmented. b; the Turnpi~·:e being constructed tc the 
west, which will doubtless relieve much of the thru traff ic Volur~e now 
using U. s. 1. 
From iigure 5 of irnprovsd streets it is apparent that impro·rE:ments 
have been made as rel~uir ed by developmEmt. No effort has been made as yet 
to develop a comprehensive coordinated stred systEx1 tieing together more 
advantageously the various parts of the city. 
Unfortunately to reach the principal part of the Central Business 
District it is necessary to cross railroad tracks at grade . Coming from 
the south on U. S , 1, the Central Business District can be reached via 
the Palrr Beach Road or Colorado Avenue. At the latter point a hazardous, 
confusing grade crossing is encountered . At this same point Fourth Street 
and the Old Dixie also intersect on the south side of the tracks. ivesterly 
of Colorado Avenue, two additional grade crossings are encountered, one at 
the northerly end of Albany Avenue and the second at Saint Lucie Avenue 
adjacent to the depot. To minimize the hazards of grade crossings it is 
recommended that the one at the northerly end of Albany Avenue be closed. 
Of the present street system, Fourth Street will become increasingly 
important because from its easterly extension t J:e new toll bridge will be 
constructed across to Sewall's Point and Hutchinson Island where a connec-
tion will be ma.de with a new A-1 A northward to Jensen Beach. 
Right-of-way widths are important features of a street system and in 
so far as possible should be standardized. vvhen mo c;:. t of the subdivisions 
of Stuart were platted the automobile was not yet a formidable factor in 
guiding street design and little thought was given to their various func-
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tions. Then too, in the absence o:r.' any cont rol over subdivision design 
ea ch developer s el Gct ed a right- o.:'- way w..i .dth most adv&ntageul:~s to hi.1!1 
without r t:gar d t o the effect such s eh ction wo'.lld have on tb..e street 
syst c.m 0f the city &s a. whole . 
Figure 6, right-of--·2y widths , s ho-• ..- that st red right-of-wa-y wi dths 
va r y from 30 f eet and l es s t o 100 feet wit!~ widths of 40 feet prE-dominant . 
The more r E: cent subdivisions in t 1:1e eastcr~i part of t bs city , east of the 
Palm Bea.ch Road, obs erved mor e generous widths varying fro~ 60 to 100 feet 
with a liberal allocati on of Nidths of 80 fee~ . ~est of Palm Beach Road 
in the initial corporate ar13a vddtts of 30 and 40 .feet pr edominat e . 
Currently in the desig:- of subdivisions it is un-vd.se to provide 
right-of-way widths for streE:ts of less than 60 f'ed which will permit 
the construction of roadway s sufficiently wide to a.ccomodate t he volumes 
of flowing traffic and provide for curbsids parking . 
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THE MAJOR S TREt!iT PLAN 
The primary object of a major street plan is to provide a framework 
of principal and proposed. streets to facilitate and c xpedite the circula-
tion of traffic into and thru the city and between its various parts. It 
is a framework that seeks to encourage the distribution of land develop-
ment in the years that lie ahead, minimize areas of congestion and converve 
the integrity and character of residential neighborhoods. It involves 
street widenings where necessary, street extensions, new streets and the 
elimination of existing defects. It is not a plan of which all parts need 
be constructed at once; some portions may not be needed for years but when 
the time arrives the guide is available . 
Obviously not all the streets comprising t l1e street syst~m. of the city 
are of equal importance. Such streets as U. S. 1, Palm City Hoad, Fourth 
Street, Colorado Avenue, Palm Beach Road and Saint Lucie Drive, are of 
primary significance in the over-all circulation of traffic. Oth~r streets, 
as connecting links between various neighborhoods or sections of the city, 
serve as secondary streets. A third class of street is that which serves 
primarily as access to residential properties aDd this street comprises by 
far the gre&t est percentage of stre~ts in t he whole system. Consequently 
in the design of the major street plan attE:-ntion is directed primarily to 
stre~ts in the first and s econd classifications. 
13A tl3 
On Figure -1:+ showing a general land use plan for Stuart, the various 
elements of the Major Street Plan are imposed. 
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1. Fourth Street, from the Central Business District easterly to Hutch-
inson Island will be a principal component in the rfajor Plan. As the 
city expands easterly and both Sewell's Point and the Hutchinson 
Island are further dev€loped, Fourth Street will assume an increas-
ingly important role in the traffic circulation pattern of Stuart. 
It will not only serve the developed areas between it &nd the river 
but areas now undeveloped to the east as well. It will also serve 
traffic originating south of Fourth Street and t hat entering the 
Business District via the PaL~ Bt ach Road. Currently the right-of-
way width of Fourth StrEet varies from 60 to 80 f eet. Between the 
railroad and Stypmann Avenue t he roadway width is 50 fe et but east 
thereof, only 26 feet. From its present eastern extremity easterly 
a right-of-way width of 100 feet should be provided and t be sixty 
foot sections where possiblE within the city should be widened to 80 
feet. A roadway of 50 to 54 feet should be anticipated thruout its 
length. 
2. Seventh Street presents possibilities of bei ng developed into a val-
uable secondary street to ultimat ely relieve t he pressure from Fourth 
Street . Seventh Street is now only int ermitt ently developed. In the 
plan of major streets it would be developed from t he Federal Highway 
(U. S. 1) on the west to Park Avenue on t he east and then ultimately 
be extended east erly to S::tint Lucie Drive . Altho the latter portion 
lies outside the pr€s ent city subdividers of land in this undeveloped 
area should be prevailed upon to allow for the ultimate extension of 
Seventh Street when th ese areas a r e subdivided. The present right-of-
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way widths of Seventh Street var y from 40 to 60 feet and its roadway 
widths vary from 16 to 40 feet. J:t'uture plans of Seventh Street should 
contemplat e a right-of-way of not less than 60 feet thruout and a road-
way of at l east 40 feet. 
3. On the north side of the railroad Flagler Avenue should be extended 
southeasterly to intersect with the Old Dixie w:1ere it now crosses 
the track. Between this extension and the railroad valuable indus-
trial property would be made available and a dir ect route provided 
into the Central District . The right-of-wa.y of Flagler Avenue should 
be at least 60 feet wide with a roadway of at least 40 feet. 
4. Coconut Road should be extended from its int ers ection with the pro-
posed Flagler Avenue extension easterly to the Palr.a Beach Road and 
thence easterly to the Saint Lucie Drive . The right-of-way should be 
at l east 60 feet wide with a roadway ultimately 40 feet. 
5. Similarly, Fourte:enth Street should be opened ultimat ely from the Old 
Dixie eastward. A portion of this between the Uld Dixie and PaL11 Beach 
Road has a right-of-way width of 50 feet but that east of t he Palm Beach 
Road is no~ 80 fe et . Becaus e of th6 Air Port this road should be 
brought into Broadway. 
6. South of the city limits a primary road should be included in the over-
all framework extending from U. S. 1 on t he east to t he PalrnCity bridge 
on the west. This road is now improved but ultimat ely its right-of-way 
width should be at least 80 feet and its roadway at l east 40 feet. 
vJith the completion of t he Turnpike this road will assume a greater 
irnportance because of its corUE ction with U. ;::, • 1. 
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7. Manor Drive should ultimat ely be extEnded eastward from Colorado Avenue 
to u. b. 1 with a right-of-way at l ec:,st 60 f eet wide and a roadway of 
40 feet . 
8. Colorado Avenue will develop into t he principal north-south street in 
the west half of the city. To tl-~e city limits on the south, from the 
railroad; it now has right-of-way widths of 80 and 100 fed . Currently 
the roadway wldth from the railroad to U. s. 1 is 62 fed but south 
ther eof it is r educed to 18 f eet . Ultimately a roadvay width of at 
least 40 f ed should extend south of LJ . S, 1 to t he east-west road 
connecting with t he Palm City bridge . 
9. The Palm City Road, known in its north~rn part as Federal Highway, has 
right-of-way widths of 40 and 66 feet. The roadway south of its inter-
section with u. ;:-; • l is only 18 feet wide . The width of 66 f eet or 
more should be provided t hruout t . e distance from the Palm City bridge 
to the intersection with U. S. l, and t he roadway should be 2t least 
40 feE-t . This road will also be an i mportant access to and from the 
city and the Turnpike. 
10. Palm Beach Road (Maryland Avenue) is a v~lu&ble street in the eastern 
half of the city from the Gld Dixie nort ;1 to Fourth otreet . It has 
currently a right-of-way width of 70 f eet but i mproved only with a road-
way of 18 fe et. The right-of -way for a primary street is adequate but 
ultimat ely the roadway should be widened to at leQst 40 feet and be 
extended sout hward to u. b. 1 . 
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11. In the east part of the city Broadway from Fourth Street south has a 
right-of-way ·width of 100 fe c..!t with a roadway of 21 f eet. This street 
will be an important link in a circurnf erential highway connecting the 
north east with the southwest. The roadway should be wid€ned ulti-
mately. 
12. Extending southerly and southwesterly from the southern extremity of 
Broadway a new street should be projected with a right-of-way width 
of at least 80 feet. This street should cross the tracks at the point 
where the Palm Bea.ch Road crosses and thE:nce proceEd southwesterly 
ci,cross U. S. 1 to an intersection with the east-west road leading to 
the Palm City bridge. ~ost of this proposed highway is projected 
thru undeveloped lands, some inside and so:~1e out,side the city. For 
the protection of this right-of-way it would be necessary to request 
subdividers to recognize its position and routing in the preparation 
of any land subdivision plats in these ctffected areas. 
13. In the Central section of t Le city, High School Avenue should be ex-
tended around thE. lake to a connection on the south with Bayou Avenue. 
14. In the subdivision of the lands east of Colorado Avmue and along the 
margins of Poppleton Creek, it would not be amiss to project a park-
way from U. s. L, via Cash Avenue in t he Casa Terrace Subdivision to 
its intersection with the east-west road to the Palm City bridge. 
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The critical hazard points in the stre8t systsm, as previously alluded 
to, arc the various r ailroad grade crossings. In addition to the usual gate 
protection it would be advisable to construct or reconstruct all crossings 
at a 90 degree angle to 6liminate all acuts angle crossings. As a sugges-
tion, Figure 7 pictures how the Palm Beach Road gr ade crossing might be 
treat ed. After the Flagler Avenue extension along t he railroad into the 
Old Dixie has been completec , the present Old Dixie crossing should be 
eliminated. 
In contemplating the various e~emGnts of the Major Street Plan, it 
must be judged and used as a guide. Its objective is to provide a frame-
work of principal streets that will encourage a bett er distribution of 
traffic and at t he s c:.me time pe:~mit of a more uniform land development 
thruout the corporate area. Some aspects of the plan may seem fantastic or 
even unreal at this tL~6 but it must be remembered t hat as a whols it is 
predicated on a city considerably la.rger than now. The future city and its 
environs will accomocbte many times mor·e people and ent erpris EJS than now 
and as that time approaches the needs of automobile transportation will be 
greatly accentuated. In only a few yrsars, two to three times more auto-
mobiles t han now will ne ~;d circulation channels and parking f acilities . 
To accomodate t hese increased traffi c volum0s and to direct their circula-
tion is the principal reason adequacy of right-of-way and ro2dway widths 
is propos sd. Obviously, the r ealization of som8 of t tc;; projects may be 
remote but even in making present plans the suggestions made should be 
considered. 
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PARKING 
Closely associated with the saf e and ~~editious circulation of traffic 
is the parking of automobiles, especially within &nd ad~acent to the Central 
Business District. It is a readily admitted fact that the city of today, 
regardless of size, inust consider ways and means of solving the parking 
problem. Officials of local govern.ilent are reEi lizing more and more that 
the provision of adequate parking faciliti~s contributes substa~tially to 
the conservation of land values Rnd the character o~ enterprises within and 
adjacent to the Central Business District. Unless parking facilities a re 
anticipated and provided as needed, traf f ic congestion and poor circulation 
result and the economic value of the area declines. Recognizing that streets 
are primarily channels i.n which to accomodo.te the flow of traffic, the 
Council earlier adopted off street par~dng requirements for the various uses 
of land, as a part of the comprehensive zoning ordinance. 
Figure 8 defines the Central Business District oi' Stuart . It also 
shows the extent to -which provisions have been raade for parking within the 
area, both curbside and off street. 
Altha the Central Business District of Stuart can be said to be located 
on both sides of the railroad, the most intensively used portion lies on the 
north side. Not only is it a comparatively compact area but one peculiarly 
shaped. Because of its shallow depth a number of businesses located in the 
block between Osceola and Flagler Avenues extend thru the block. The in-
tensity of commercial activity is in this block and on the north side of 
Osceola Avenue and in the blocks irmnediately adjacent to the north and 
south. On the south side of Flagler Avenue is the Florida East Coast Railway 
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right-of~way. Most of the business south of the tracks is located along 
the narrow right-of-way of the Old Dixie but to the south thereof the uses 
blend into residential and other us es . 
In the processes of expansion corr:mercial activity has also extended 
eastward along Fourth Street, from Colorado Aven~e and to some extent south-
ward along Colorado Avenue toward U. S. 1. 
As the population of Stuart increases and the necessity of further 
commercial expansion arises in the central district, such expansion can pro-
ceed in several directions. The area south of the tracks and the Old Dixie 
can be improved substantially; business can continue northerly on Flagler 
Avenue, on Fourth Street and along Colorado Avenue . Then too, one of the 
most promising areas for future expansion would be that lying between 
Seminole Avenue and the river (north side of Seminole Avenue) but the ef-
fective utilization of this area would result only from a widening of Sem-
inole Avenue. Currently most of these areas are now zoned for com~ercial 
development. 
Currently, traffic flows in two directions on Flagler Avenue but only 
from south to north on Osceola Avenue and from north to south on Seminole 
Avenue. 
In comparison with many other smalJ cities the parking problera of 
Stuart cannot yet be called critical. Most shoppers can readily find park-
ing spaces within a reasonable distance from where they shop. Fortunately 
Flagler Avenue is sufficiently wide to permit diagonal parking. However 
it is conceivable that a greater concentration of activity within this cen-
tral core may give rise to problems of congestion, poor circulation and 
parking and to forestall such conditions plans should be considered. 
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The widening of Seminole Avenue as suggested above would be one of the 
first advisable :L11provements in t he central area. Secondly, the installa-
tion of parking meters would accelerate t he turn over and make more curb 
space available to a greater number of motorists. Thirdly, open spaces 
within or adjacent to the central district could be acquired and converted 
into parking areas as needed . The latter spaces :nay not be needed for some 
time but notwithstanding the lands could be acquired. 
One of the most far reaching improvements t nat could be made in the 
Central Business District would be the :cemoval of t he Florida East Coast 
depot and express sheds thereby relinquishing to t he city an area of con-
siderable size to be beautified and also be used for additional parking. 
This old structure reminiscent of t he pioneer days could be advantageously 
relocated at so:ne point so.itr~westerly of Colora.do Avenu e . A new location 
would permit all trains to clear f,ll crossings at all times. Currently 
whenever a train of twenty cars stops, two or more crossings a.re obstructed 
which in itself contributes to both hazard and cor:gestion. 
Additional parking f acilities could also be provided in the Waterfront 
Park recommended in a subsequent section of this report. 
Outside the central core as new commercial or other establishments are 
constructed off street parl·ing facilities shall be provided in accord with 
the provisions of the zoning ordinance. 
The shopping cent er is fast becoming a r€ality in cities, a center 
devot ed primarily to the sale of conswner goods and servic6s. The principal 
feature of these centers is the parking arrn. provided . There are one or two 
areas in Stuart where such shopping centers may at some time be profitably 
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established - one easterly of the present city limits and one in the south-
ern section. Their establishment ho 'GVer would depend solely on the 
rapidity and type of development of t he lands tributary to them. In as 
much as the valuE- and the integrity of th e central district is of prime 
concern to the city, the attention of the Council should be constantly 
alert to the need of those f~cilities that will prevent the deterioration 
of the area as a place in which to conduct business. 
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PARKS AND RhCR.EATION 
Parks and open spaces for diversified rccr€ation are playing an increas-
ingly ilnportant role in American urban life. Whereas a generation or more 
ago the recreational needs of the community were evaluated primarily in 
terms of children, today they must be gauged in tenns of adults as well. 
Many communities, especially in Florida, are havens for incre&sing numbers 
of people who have retired from active pursuits and who are now mindful of 
both active and passive recreation. These people often select certain lo-
cations as homesites because of the recreational opportuniti8s offered. 
And no where is this more true than in Stuart and its environs . 
The geographical location of Stuart on rivers easily accessible to 
fresh water fishing and the fishing grounds of the ocean is a magnetic at-
traction to the homeseeker. But in addition to fishing, other facilities 
must also be included to meet the well rounded requirements of new growth . 
In the dynamic city not only should adequately equipped, properly 
spaced playgrounds and playfields be provided for children and teen-agers 
but facilities for adults must not be ignored. Among the latter are 
athletic fields including soft ball diamonds and tennis courts for the more 
active adult sports and smaller areas for shuffle board, lawn bowling and 
game shelters. Community or civic structures should also be included wherein 
group meetings and other functions can be held. And to satisfy the cultural 
demands of thE· area an audit.orium ma.y also be required. 
For its size, Stuart has provided very well to meet th8 recreational 
needs of its people - white and color8d. As ref eTred to under the section 
"Land Uses", the large csntrally loca.ted public park end nec;~rby ball park 
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serve good and useful purposes. And the Civic Center on Flagler Avenue is 
a distinctive and creditable community asset. No sirrj_lar enterprise in 
Florida fills a greater neGd to youth than it. The small marina on Frazier 
Creek and the adjacent park area a.lso sr-rve useful com.rnunity purposes. In 
ail these respects Stuart has provided well. 
Excepting the small area of grou~d around tirn Civic Center there is no 
where on the Saint Luci6 River waterfront - the city's front yard - any 
sizeable park or recreational facility including dockage facilities for 
yachts and boats passing up and down the Intracoastal ~~aterway . A spacious 
park area constructed along tile water front near the Central Business Dis-
trict would provide Stuart with a facility comparable in quality and ser-
viceability to Biscayne Park at Miami (Figure 9). Not only would such an 
area become the center of' community life but it would add importance and 
prestige to the Central Business District. In it could also be provided 
additional off street parking. 
Park and Recreation sites of generous area , adequately equipped to 
satisfy the many and varied needs of the people of all age groups should be 
distributed thruout the corporate area as indicated in Figure 10. Neighbor-
hood playgrounds should be established for the younger children; for teen-
agers and older groups, playfields with community centers and for adults, 
facilities for passive recreation and cultural enhancement. It is not 
essential to locate the various facilities on tte exact sit 0s indicated in 
Figure 10; rather, these locations indicate area.s generally. A site in the 
vicinity to S6rve a given arGa would serve the purpose. 
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People often believe that the recreation facilities furnished by 
schools are sufficient, not realizing that many of these facilities are 
only of a seasonal nature, not always available for general community use. 
A coopcr&tive undertaking between school and local authorities is highly 
desirable as it relates to the use of school ground and building facilities. 
In any community-wide program tho school auditoriums can be used for neigh-
borhood or community meetings and events. 
The comprehensive plan of recreation areas and parks should be predi-
cated on universally accepted standards adopted to the particular needs of 
the community. As a general proposition there should be, in the aggregate, 
at least one acre of land d8voted to parks and recreation purposes for each 
100 people. On this basis Stuart should have currently in the aggregate at 
least 40 to 50 acres allocated to park and recreation purpos 1.-, s a.nd at least 
100 acres when the city attains a popul&tion of 10,000, exclusivs of school 
sites. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND 
ADJACENT TO A SCHOOL 
AN AREA FOR ACTIVE RECREATION FOR CHILDREN 5 TO 15 
YEARS OLD. IT MAY, IN ADDITION, PROVIDE A SMALL SECTION 
FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PRE- SCHOOL GROUP, AND FACILITIES 
WHICH MAY BE USED UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS BY YOUNG 
PEOPLE AND ADULTS. 
THE SIZE OF A PLAYGROUND SHOULD BE FROM 3 TO 7 ACRES. 
THE SITE SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED ALONG HEAVILY-TRAVELED 
STREETS OR RAILROADS. CHILDREN SHOULD BE ABLE TO REACH 
THE SITE WITHOUT BEING EXPOSED TO ANY SPECIAL HAZARDS. 
CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE EXPECTED TO WALK MORE THAN 
1/2 MILE TO REACH A PLAYGROUND . 
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AN AREA FOR ACTIVE ORGANIZED PLAY FOR OLDER CH ILDREN 
AND ADULTS, AGES 15 AND OVER. A SMALL SECTION SHOULD BE 
DEVELOPED AS A CHILDRENS PLAY AREA . 
THE SIZE OF A PLAYFIELD SHOULD BE FROM 10 TO 30 ACRES. 
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WALKING DISTANCE FROM EVERY HOME. 
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STANDAHDS FOR ilLCRLATION Art1J\S 
A Neighborhood Playground should not be l ess t han thre6 ·~ crcs in area 
and be located not more than one-quart er to one-half mile from every home 
served by it - one-quarter mile in dens ely built up areas and one-half 
mile under most favorable conditions. when combined with a Neighborhood 
Park, the area should not be less t han five a cres. The playground should 
be located centrally in the neighborhood it serves so that no one will be 
obliged to cross heavily traveled traffic ws,ys to r each it. It should 
not be exposed to any special hazards (Figure 11). 
The Neighborhood. Playground should be attractively dE.signed with a 
corner for pre-school children, an apparatus area, open spa ces for informal 
play, fields and courts for a variety of games, shaded areas for quiet 
activities, a wading pool and a small shelter hous e . Many of such play-
grounds are now fenced . 
A Flayfield should not be less than t en acres in area and be located 
within one-half to one mile of every home served by it. The Playfield 
will provide a wider variety of services thc.n t he playground and appee.l to 
the older, more active age groups. Generally speaking, the Playfield will 
serve the needs of the people living in an area s erved by four Playgrounds 
(Figure 12). 
Among other facilities, the Playfield should contain a children's 
playground, areas for field sports such as soft ball, an area for tennis 
courts, an area for lawn bowling and other games, a swimming pool and a 
building for indoor meetings and games. 
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LAND SUBDIVISION PRACTICES 
From the initial Stypmann plat, Stuart has expanded to its present 
physical pattern of streets, blocks and lots b:r a succession of land sub-
divisions. As shown under the "La.nd Use" section, tl e most active develop-
ments thru the years have followed t he water fronts . And too, as previously 
shown, development has been i nfluenced to a considerable degr 0 e by the var-
ious creek courses. There remain however many vacant lots and large land 
tracts still vacant and undeveloped . 
The various subdivisions established north of deventh Street, east of 
the railroad have been reasonably well coordinated but in some instances 
street jogs are noticeable as well as an absence of street continuity. As 
an illustration, Fifth Street extends eastward from High School Avenue with 
a right-of-way of 50 feet, to Palm Bea.ch Hoad but the subdivision to the 
east thereof failed to provide continuity but instead, created an offset 
locating Fifth Street to the south, terminating at Alarnanda Street. Because 
of the design of the subdivision east of PaL~ Beach Road, Seventh Street 
offers the only possibility of a thru street from u. S. l on the west to 
Park Avenue on the east. The subdividers of the lands north or south of 
Fourth Street .failed to align Indiana Avenue and Am.erigo Streets resulting 
in a jog at Fourth Street . Riverside Avenue and Osceola Street could still 
be brought into alignment thru a long undeveloped tract north of Fourth 
Street. There are illustrations elsewhere due pd.~-narily tc the fact that 
the subdivider of one tract did not recognize the street system of his 
neighbor all of which resulted in needless dead end streets or severe jogs 
in the system. 
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There are still many sizeable tracts of undeveloped land in the south-
east quadrant of the city and also in the area westerly of U. ~. 1 that 
will ultimately respond to subdivision for residential and other uses. 
~hen subdivision plats for any of these lanos are submitted for approval 
the City Council should predicate their acceptance of plats on the fol-
lowing minimum criteria. 
How does the proposed subdivision fit into the pattern of the neigh-
borhood of which it is a part~· 
(a) Wbere streets of the subdivision are coJ..tinuations of existing streets 
are they in alignment? 
(b) Are the street widths of the proposed subdivision the saoie as or of 
better proportions than those of the subdivisions adjoining'? 
( c; Are the lot areas and their minimum widths in accord with the provi-
sions of the zoning Ol'dinance and do they compare favorably with lots 
in adjoining subdivisions? 
(dj Are street widths adequate and in accord with recognized practice? 
Streets should have a mir irrum width cf 60 feet t..:nless they are short 
cul-de-sac streets which might be reduced to 50 feet. 
(e) Is the subdivision compatible with the neignborbood of which it is a 
part? 
(f) In case a component part of the 1\1ajor Street Plan passes thru a pro-
posed subdivision has the subdivider made ample allowances for it in 
both width and direction? 
By subjecting plats to these bare minir:ia, t ht:=- Council can better judee plats 
and reach decisions as to their approval or modification. 
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~1any of the larger undeveloped tracts of land lie in the County adja-
Ctnt to the city. 'r!1is is especially true between Park Avenue and Saint 
Lucie Drive on the east and south of the city between the South Fork and 
U • .::>. 1. Because of this condition it :i.s imperative t~at the City and the 
County define a cooperative procedure for examining and approving plats. 
Subdivisions in these areas which lie within the urban are& of Stuart 
should be ccnsistEnt with other orderly development within the city. A 
joint cornmitt ~e r epresentative of thf Cit.,· and County could effectively 
perform this service which is stron~ly recom.--:iended . 
To effectively control subdivision design and development and pre-
scribe detailed rules therefor will require special enabling legislation 
which should be enacted at t ie 1957 session. Such legislation could give 
the city control within its urbac. area altho sor.1e of it may lie in the 
County. Until such legislation is available t he procedure sug~ested above 
should be followed . 
Figure 13 illustrates how much of the area betwe~n the railrood and 
the South Fork could be subdivi.ded into a pleasing pattern . 
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P033IBILITibS OF ANNEi_,XATION 
The Land Use Map (Figure 4) shows the boundaries of tte corporate area 
of Stuart as now constituted. This m& p also shows t he principal physical 
features of the area and the distribution of the various land us es - resi-
dential, commercial and i ndustrial. I t is not ewortlw that residential 
development has followed t he margins of t he two wat er frontages, between 
the Federal Highway and t he South Fork and between Fourth Street and tl e 
Saint Lucie River . Outside these two marginal strips the greatest quantity 
of vacant undeveloped land is found. Altha not all parts of the interior 
vacant lands are desirable for r esidential developnent much of it will be 
subdivided to accomodat c the population increas e of t hs future. This is 
particularly true in the Kreuger Creek ar ea soutn of Fourth Street and in 
the Poppleton Creek area sout h of U. 0 . 1. The area east of t he Palm Beach 
Road and south of Tenth Street offers possibilities for an extension of the 
subdivision pattern north of Tenth Street. These various tracts can be 
subdivided into spacious attractive r esidential areas . 
Some of the most desi:vable and suitable i..ands _or future development 
lie easterly of the pres t;nt city limits, north of the a irport. The water 
frontages in this area have already be~n subdivided and developed with 
many high quality dwellings, served by Saint Lucie Drive. '11hru the north 
third of this area the new Fourth Street extension to the Sewell's Point 
and Hutchinson Island bridge will be construct ed, enhancing the development 
trend that has been in progress in this easterly direction. The fact that 
this easterly area is now virtuall y an integre.l }-ar t, of t he cit~)T suggests 
the feasibility of annexing it to the city t her eby enabling the city to 
guide and control its futur e orderly development. 
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The portions of the area between Saint Lucie Drive and the river are 
currently improved in a most creditable manner and its annexation would 
assure the property owners along the river thcit properties between the city 
limits and the Saint Lucie Drive would be developed according to the highest 
standards. 
The same is true south af the present cit;y limits between Colorado 
Avenue and the South Fork where subdivisions are being creat c.-d and new 
dwellings are being erected . B.Jctension of the limits to include the east-
west road on the south leading to the approach to the Palm City bridge 
would again enable the city to control development into the city . Thru 
this area the entrance to the city from the Turnpike will be routed . The 
area south of Poppleton Creek between Colorado Avenue and the South Fork 
will respond to good residential development . 
The annexation of these two areas to the city in the near future would 
not only extend control to the entire northern portion of the peninsula and 
most of the water frontages but it would increase the city's responsibilities 
in the fonn of services and utilities. In most cities where such expansion 
programs have been effected, services and utilities have been provided 
gradually as needed over a period of tL~e. Because of Homestead l:.Jcemption, 
annexation may necessitate a reassessment of properties so that areas ab-
sorbed will share in the expense of services rendered, especially fire and 
police protection, street lights and garbage collection. 
The value of belonging to the city and participating in the affairs 
of government and helping to build a greater and better comr.aunity is ines-
timable and far outweigh the added costs . Stuart is not going to remain 
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static. Its growth is destined to be substantial. '.lo provide adequately 
and properly for the added increment of people the administl·ati ve control 
of the local government should be extended and thereby ~ssure a wholesome 
development in contrast to a haphazard one . ln unincorporated areas under 
no direction or control , services and facilities are nil and they exist 
by virtue of th6ir proxDnity to the economic bGse. Such areas frequently 
never absorb the spirit of the central city and therefor e contribute little 
to it. 
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AESTHETIC CONTROL 
Orderliness, cleanliness and neatness are appreciated by every one. 
Nothing impresses the highway traveler or visitor more than to find a 
community that considers these essentials . The shoddy roadside stand 
with its accumulation of products and glaring signs distracts the passerby, 
implanting in him the wrong impressions. To maintain orderliness, clean-
liness and neatness is purely a job of municipal housekeeping encouraged 
by the city. 
By regulation, if need be, no signs or obstructions oth0r than official 
directional signs should ever be located within the street right-of-way 
unless specifically permitted. Some businessEs locat~d along such heavily 
traveled highways as U. s. 1 often seek to vie with each other to present 
their wares or services and to that end erect signs either next to or on 
the official right-of-way. Some sigr..s are even traffic hazards. By ap-
pealing to the pride of the various enterprises along the highway a greater 
degree of orderliness can be restored and a pls· sing roadside result from 
the effort. No sign or other display should ever be located nearer than 
five feet to the right-of-way line. 
Streets, particularly in the business centers, often become littered 
with paper and debris because no receptacles are provided to receive such 
waste. Receptacles placed at convenient locations on the street or in 
public park areas will keep much of the litter off tht: stred e,nd ground. 
Well groomed parkways and parks w~th trimmed trees and shrubs will 
encourage people to take similar steps at their respective homes. 
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Aesth8tics may not contribute too much to the physical pattern of 
the city but they do pres ent a quality of orderliness and neatntss to the 
visitor and citizen alike. Often a homeseeker may be attracted to a 
given community because he likes its appearance and the way it is main-
tained. It is needless for a city to give forth impressions of ugliness 
and untidiness. Thtrefore to give the proper impression, nunicipal house-
keeping should be of the highest order. 
Stuart has a great scenic potential which should not be marred by 
the carelessness of some unthinking person or group. 
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
The city acquired and equipped a new City Hall and Central Fire Sta-
tion within the past year, Located on Flagler Avenue just west of Saint 
Lucie Avenue. This structure will serve the needs of the city for many 
years. Some day however the need will arise for other public structures 
- librarJ, auditoriu.rn, community centers and fire stations. 
As the portions of the city south and east become more densely popu-
lated the need for additional fire stations will arise. Currently if a 
long train was blocking the crossings at the time of a fire alarm from 
the south side, a serious delay would result. Thought should be given 
first to the establistL~ent of a fire station on the south side of the 
tracks. This should be located somewhere on the Federal Highway south 
of Poppleton Creek where it can serve all the area along the South Fork 
and those areas developing to the east thereof. 
Ultimately a second fire station should be located in the easterly 
part of the city near Park Avenue so it could be accessible in all direc-
tions. 
To enhance its cultural life and prepare for a greater city, Stuart 
should contemplate a new Library structure.at an early date. This could 
be established as either a city institution solely or as a city-county one 
similar to that at Fort Pierce. The new Library should be centrally located 
preferably on Fourth Street in the neighborhood of Balboa and Cortez Streets 
where it is understood a tract is available. This site could be developed 
with a structure plus off street parking for the use of patrons. 
Probable sites for ~uture elementary schools are shown on Figure 13. 
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SUMMARY 
To prepare a plan of development for a new city in t his day is a 
task comparatively easier than preparing one for a citJ already estab-
lished and in which major trend.s of development and growth have been 
fonn5d. Altha not yet an old city, Stuart has experienced a planless 
growth and expansion. 
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After a study of the Stuart area and t he plan of physical development 
that has evolved, one regrets that the: pioneers 1-.;er c unable to anticipate 
the vast technological chancres tho.t hav8 b et'D wrougl t in r ecent decades, 
that have influenced city building. Had Stypm.c..nn and t he other early 
settlers been able to foresc-s the future in which Stuart finds itself 
today, they would doubtless have drawn a town sit e pattern more commen-
surate with its re; uirenents. But then, today another era of growth and 
expansion lies ahead for which plans should be made. 
With a knowledge of what has already been done and what should be 
anticipated for the future, t he job of the officials will be to prepare 
for the future in a manner to accomodate the i ncreased population and the 
needed facilities so ttat a well balanced, wholrnome community will result. 
The rout e of the railroad thru Stuart has be e=n and still is one of 
the major barriers toward the a.ccomplishment of an ideal site plan. The 
town grew up around the railroad so one of the main objectives now will 
be to minimize the effects of the railroad in future planning . Then too, 
the head waters of the three cret;kS with their low marginal areas have 
deterred development of interior portions. Tht new routing of U. S. 1 
thru the city has also influenced the utilization of lands along and 
adjacent to it. 
I -0) 
Naturally the water front properties have appealed to home buildE:rs 
thru the years so much of ths residential development has followed these 
courses. 
The Stuart metropolitan area will continue to grow and develop but 
as it improves nnd becomes more intensively settled the r opulation of 
Stuart will increase but the extent of development within the city will 
depend on how effectively the lands ar8 subdivided and provided with 
streets and other community f acilities. Iv1uch of the future developmE-nt 
in the immediate Stuart area will tend to occupy lands now unincorporated 
lying east, south and north of ti1e city. And to give, the city some control 
of these areas their incorporation into the city would be a major consider-
at ion. In these areas lie most of t i-~e land adaptable to subdivision ex-
pansion. Then too, the control of th0 Fourth Street extension eastward 
would be most desirable. 
To facilitate the movement and distribution of traffic thruout the 
area, especially in a way to protect the value and character of neighbor-
hood areas, the component elements of the 1v1.ajor Street Plan and GE:neral 
Land Use Plan should S6rve as guides. The principal objective of the 
street plan is to give service to all sections of the area. 
Parks and playgrounds are important provisions in ev&ry residential 
neighborhood. They should be situat8d so as to serve the greatest number 
of people with a minL~ura amount of walking or riding. Because of Stuart's 
appeal for recreation, the city should enlarge and construct an adequate 
waterfront park. This improvement will contribute immeasurably to the 
popularity of Stuart as a recreation cent er. Such a facility adjacent to 
the Civic Center will be an added attraction. 
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The principal provisions for cormnercia::L ex ans ion are :i.n t he area 
I west of Colorado Avenue and adjacent t her eto. An improV8~ent in this area 
I 
will be helpful in balancing t hE comm6rcial activity on both sides of the 
track. A large part of this arec. is no-w devot ed to a Traihr Fark which 
I will probably contirmo and this naturally minimizes the amount of land 
that can be used com.mercially. 
I Other major projects north of the tracks will be the removal of the 
depot and the widening of Seminole Avenue. Thes e two accomplishments 
I will contribute grea.tly to traffic circula.tion :-ind ps rking. And the 
I widening of U. S. 1 south will also be htlpful. If and when the area e,:.st of the present city limits is incorporated 
I into the city, provisions should be made in the easterly ar~a for a Shopping 
Center adequate to serve the needs of tue pEople in the area. And likewise 
I a Shopping Center should be provided in the south portion of the city in 
I the vicinity of the P&lm River bridge. To stimulate an interest in Planning among the people gerierally and 
I to make Planning a continuous function of local government, the Commission 
should appoint a City Planning Board composed of five or seven civic 
I minded citizens. Such a Beard would devot e their thou,:)hts to the various 
I 
problems of thE. city that affect growth and fro .. their studies, assist the 
Commission to carry out any worthwhile pla11S. A Board of this kind would 
I be very helpful as an advisorv body. 
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